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Abstract

In light of unprecedented increases in the pop-
ularity of the internet and social media, com-
ment moderation has never been a more rel-
evant task. Semi-automated comment moder-
ation systems greatly aid human moderators
by either automatically classifying the exam-
ples or allowing the moderators to prioritize
which comments to consider first. However,
the concept of inappropriate content is often
subjective, and such content can be conveyed
in many subtle and indirect ways. In this work,
we propose CoRAL1 – a language and cul-
turally aware Croatian Abusive dataset cover-
ing phenomena of implicitness and reliance
on local and global context. We show exper-
imentally that current models degrade when
comments are not explicit and further degrade
when language skill and context knowledge
are required to interpret the comment.

1 Introduction

The growing volume of user-generated content –
from social media to online forums and comments
under news articles – implies a growing need for
moderation of this content to counter abuse and
the spread of misinformation. Automatic and semi-
automatic moderation systems can greatly aid hu-
man moderators, making their work quicker, easier,
and more accurate; however, most of this work fo-
cuses on English, ignoring smaller, less-resourced
languages (Vidgen and Derczynski, 2020). This
situation is improving with the advent of multi-
lingual contextual language models, as they en-
able cross-lingual transfer learning: recent work
shows that comment moderation models with rea-
sonable performance for less-resourced languages
can be produced using zero- or few-shot transfer
learning after pre-training on majority language
datasets (Pelicon et al., 2021a,b).

1The CoRAL dataset can be found here.

It is not always sufficient to identify whether
a comment is inappropriate or not; further sub-
categorization helps build measures to counter it.
Previous work has taken a range of approaches to
sub-categorizing inappropriate content. Waseem
et al. (2017) divided abusive language into two
orthogonal categories – directed/generalized and
implicit/explicit. A very similar approach is taken
by Zampieri et al. (2019). More fine-grained ap-
proaches include very specific topics such as ho-
mophobia, cyberbullying or racism (e.g., Mollas
et al., 2022), and the annotation of community-
specific extreme hate speech with targets from mul-
tiple countries (Maronikolakis et al., 2022); we
refer to Poletto et al. (2021) for a comprehensive
list. Recently, a unified taxonomy of abusive lan-
guage categories has been proposed by Banko et al.
(2020), a systematic division of slurs by Kurrek
et al. (2020), and another taxonomy by Fortuna
et al. (2019). Röttger et al. (2021, 2022) provide a
detailed empirical analysis of model performance
across different example categories. All of these
approaches divide comments primarily on the basis
of how/whom they insult. In contrast, we are inter-
ested in categorizing how such comments can be
difficult to classify or interpret automatically due
to their use of linguistic and cultural context.

Our goal is to create a dataset and accompanying
annotation schema to quantify what categories (pri-
marily related to linguistic and cultural context) of
abuse are being used by people and how well NLP
models handle these different categories. To this
end, we identified three context dependency cate-
gories (CDC): Implicitness, Global Context, and
Local Context. These CDCs are further sub-divided
according to implicitness (explicit/implicit), use
of (global/local) language alterations, and use of
(global/local) external knowledge; see Section 2 for
details. The closest related work in this vein is that
of Wiegand et al. (2021), who give a systematic
overview of various ways in which examples can be

https://github.com/shekharRavi/CoRAL-dataset-Findings-of-the-ACL-AACL-IJCNLP-2022
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difficult (e.g., sarcasm, dehumanization, inference
required, multimodality, etc.). However, Wiegand
et al. (2021) only focused on implicit abuse in En-
glish without any empirical analysis.

We focus on the Croatian language, a less-
represented language in Natural Language Pro-
cessing research. We annotated 2,240 Croatian
comments from the 24sata newspaper2 with our
proposed CDCs. We experimented with four
transformer-based models (Devlin et al., 2019;
Ulčar and Robnik-Šikonja, 2020; Ljubešić and
Lauc, 2021; Conneau et al., 2020). Our experimen-
tation shows that models do not perform equally
well on all CDCs. The easiest CDC is explicit
expression (e.g., cursing or using slurs), confirm-
ing the findings of Wiegand et al. (2019). More
difficult CDCs are those that require global or lo-
cal context for their interpretation, via language
disguise or external knowledge.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First,
we present a publicly available schema and
the Context-aware Croatian Abusive Language
Dataset (CoRAL) comprised of Croatian news
comments annotated for different CDCs. Second,
we provide a quantitative and qualitative compari-
son of comment moderation models, revealing the
limitations of different cross-lingual models when
handling difficult examples and which CDCs are
generally the most challenging.

2 Dataset

When building CoRAL, we aim to have annotated
examples with the CDC’s they exhibit. Moreover,
we focus on devising CDCs that would reflect the
challenges models face when accounting for cul-
tural context (global or local). By manual inspec-
tion, we identified three main CDCs of blocked
comments on which cross-lingual models tend
to fail: Implicitness, Global context, and Local-
context, which are further divided as follows.

• Implicitness: Defines whether examples ex-
press abuse directly or indirectly.

– Explicit Expression: directly use abu-
sive words, e.g., derogation, threatening
language, slurs, profanity. (e.g. “Retardi-
ran si.” [You are retarded.])

– Implicit Expression: use indirect ways
to express abuse, usually through vague

2https://www.24sata.hr/

statements implying abuse without stat-
ing it, e.g., sarcastic compliments. (e.g.

“Pametan si ko panj.” [You’re as smart as
a stump.])

• Global Context: Defines if general back-
ground knowledge is required.

– Language Independent Disguise: Lin-
guistic alterations applicable in any lan-
guage. E.g., adjacent character swap,
missing characters/word boundaries, ex-
tra spaces, etc. (e.g. “J**i se.” [F**k
you.])

– World Knowledge-Based: The com-
ment requires world/global knowledge
(e.g., globally known characters, events,
or facts) to be fully understood.(e.g.

“Adolf je bio u pravu.” [Adolf was right.])

• Local Context: Defines if Croatia-specific
background knowledge is required.

– Croatian Specific Disguise: Linguistic
alterations specific to the Croatian lan-
guage. E.g., ad-hoc constructed words
that are understandable to locals, miss-
ing/wrong diacritics, using dialects, etc.
(e.g. “Promijenit ću ti lični opis.” [I will
change your personal description. – I
will break your face. ])

– Croatia Knowledge-Based: The com-
ment requires Croatia specific knowl-
edge (e.g., local characters, events, or
facts) to be fully understood. (e.g.

“Treba tebe u Vrapče.” [You need to be put
into Vrapče – Vrapče is a famous mental
asylum in Croatia.)]

• Other: Anything else not covered above

To the best of our knowledge, CoRAL is the first
dataset with annotations on which category of lo-
cal/global context is required for interpretation.3

Dataset Annotation: We use the publicly avail-
able 24sata newspaper comment dataset (Shekhar
et al., 2020).4 The dataset contains comments mod-
erated by 24sata’s moderators based on the news-
paper’s policy: rules include the removal of hate

3See Appendix 1 for examples of each CDC.
4Available at https://clarin.si/repository/

xmlui/handle/11356/1399 (Pollak et al., 2021)

https://www.24sata.hr/
https://clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1399
https://clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1399
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# Vote Majority Votes
κ0 1 2 3 w Expl. w/out Expl.

Explicit Expression 506 425 484 825 1,309 - 0.45
Implicit Expression 1,297 567 275 101 376 363 0.25
Language Independent Disguise 1,941 95 78 126 204 99 0.70
World Knowledge-Based 1,136 571 357 176 533 163 0.31
Croatian Specific Disguise 1,642 312 193 93 286 146 0.30
Croatia Knowledge-Based 2,155 55 26 4 30 14 0.40
Others 1,866 198 103 73 176 175 0.47
Total - - - - 2,240 931 -

Table 1: Dataset Statistics: First, we report the number of annotators voted(0-3) for CDCs. Then we report
with/without Explicit Expression CDC and inter-annotator agreement (Fleiss’ κ), based on the majority votes(i.e.,
2 or 3 votes) . The “w/out Explicit” columns for all cases when it is not labeled as Explicit.

# disagreements sample size # ambiguous # majority ok
Explicit Expression 909 (40.6%) 91 70 (76.9%) 79 (86.8%)
Implicit Expression 842 (37.6%) 85 62 (72.9%) 64 (75.3%)
Language Independent Disguise 173 (7.7%) 50 36 (72.0%) 41 (82.0%)
World Knowledge-Based 81 (2.6%) 50 47 (92.2%) 43 (84.3%)
Croatian Specific Disguise 928 (41.4%) 93 70 (75.3%) 73 (78.5%)
Croatia Knowledge-Based 505 (22.5%) 51 47 (92.1%) 38 (74.5%)
Others 301 (13.4%) 50 40 (76.9%) 43 (82.7%)

Table 2: Analysis of data ambiguity. Columns are (1) number of examples with disagreement for a CDC, (2)
size of the sample we annotated, (3) number of examples from the sample annotated as ambiguous (4) number of
examples from the sample where the fourth annotator agrees with the majority CDC label of the remaining three.

speech, abusive statements, threats, obscenity, de-
ception & trolling, vulgarity, and comments that are
not in Croatian. We refer to Shekhar et al. (2020)
for more details, reproduced here in Appendix 2.

We randomly selected 2,240 blocked comments
from 2019 related to abuse only (i.e., 24sata’s
abuse, hate speech, obscenity, and vulgarity cat-
egories). We take a multi-label approach: anno-
tators were asked to select all (possibly multiple)
CDCs they think apply to the comment; if none
applies, then select Other and provide an explana-
tion. Three annotators annotated each comment
from a total of 7 annotators we had available. All
annotators are university students and paid on an
hourly basis. Each annotator was provided training
and feedback during three pilots.

Dataset Statistics: In Table 1, we present the
statistics of the dataset based on the majority CDC
label. More than 58% of blocked comments is from
Explicit Expression CDC, followed by Croatian
Specific Disguise (23%). To further gain insight
into the data, we remove all comments marked
Explicit Expression CDC. In that case, most com-
ments were from the Implicit Expression CDC, fol-
lowed by Croatian Specific Disguise. The World

Knowledge-Based comments were less than 1.5%,
which might be due to a small volume of world-
related articles on the 24sata newspaper.

Inter-Annotator Agreement: The inter-
annotator agreement, measured by Fleiss’ κ
(Fleiss, 1971) is moderate or better (≥ 0.4) for 4/7
CDCs and fair (≥ 0.2) for the rest (see Table 1).
We get the lowest agreement on the Implicit
Expression CDC (0.25), likely due to this CDC
being very subjective. On the other hand, the best
agreement is on Language Independent Disguise
(0.70), which is the most clearly defined CDC.

To further explore agreement, we divided the
data into 4 subsets for every CDC, based on the
number of annotators who gave a positive vote. 0
and 3 therefore correspond to perfect agreement
between the three annotators, while 1 and 2 are
disagreement. In Table 1, we provide the statistics
of this division. To gain additional insight into the
structure of disagreements we sampled 10% (but
no fewer than 50) of examples with disagreement
for each CDC (see Table 2). One of the authors
then annotated these examples with a fourth “ex-
pert” CDC label. This additional label matched the
majority label in more than 75% of cases for each
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CDC label (Table 2, majority column). This indi-
cates that many disagreements could be resolved
by additional annotation or use of majority voting;
but also that many examples with disagreement
are genuinely ambiguous with no clear-cut obvi-
ously “correct” choice for the CDC label (multiple
choices were all valid to an extent). Consequently,
we opted not to force resolution of disagreements,
but rather to leave them as part of the data.5 We
next explore this ambiguity in more detail.

Some tasks are inherently subjective/ambiguous,
and their disagreements can never be completely
resolved — see (Uma et al., 2021) for a survey
— and we believe our task is in this category. To
confirm this, we further annotated examples from
Table 2 as to their ambiguity (whether multiple
choices seemed valid; see Table 2, ambiguous col-
umn). We find that for all CDCs, more than 70% of
examples with disagreement are indeed ambiguous,
explaining the relatively low values shown by tra-
ditional agreement measures that assume clear-cut
decisions about assigning CDC labels (Table 1).
The ambiguity problem is further exacerbated by
the multi-label nature of the task, increasing the
number of possible CDC label combinations and
potential for disagreement. However, much recent
work (Pavlick and Kwiatkowski, 2019; Basile et al.,
2021; Leonardelli et al., 2021) shows it is possible
(and also important) to design NLP models and
evaluation measures that take task ambiguity into
account. Consequently, we believe that CoRAL
will be valuable for future research.

To get a better perspective on comments to which
the majority of annotators assigned the Other label,
an author manually inspected randomly selected 50
examples labeled with the Other CDC and 50 ex-
amples labeled with some other CDC. Examples la-
beled as Other were mainly spam or non-offensive
(mislabeled) comments. In contrast, different CDC
examples were mostly offensive, fitting well into
one or more of the main six CDC categories. The
latter case accounts for the majority of examples.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Experimental Set-up
For binary classification (i.e., Abuse vs. Non-
abuse), we used the dataset from Pelicon et al.
(2021b). We removed comments blocked for spam,
deception & trolling and use of a language other

5We release all individual annotations, not only the major-
ity vote based decisions.

than Croatian, giving 4750/518/580 data points for
training/validation/testing, respectively. We used
four transformer-based models; two pre-trained on
100+ languages, namely mBERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) and XLM-RoBERTa base (Conneau et al.,
2020) and two pre-trained on Croatian and 2-3
similar languages, namely cseBERT (Ulčar and
Robnik-Šikonja, 2020) and BERTić (Ljubešić and
Lauc, 2021). We fine-tuned all models for the bi-
nary comment moderation task using default hyper-
parameters for ten epochs, and selected the best
model based on validation F1 score.6

3.2 Quantitative Results

Our primary goal is to study how models perform
on fine-grained CDCs, and we report accuracy on
CoRAL in Table 3. This number represents the pro-
portion of comments from CoRAL that that a clas-
sification model (Abuse vs. Non-abuse) classified
as Abuse (by construction, all examples in CoRAL
should belong to Abuse). We present the overall
accuracy of each annotated CDC with and without
the Explicit expression CDC. There are multiple in-
sights from the results. For all CDCs except Other,
cseBERT and BERTić perform best. We confirm
this using a permutation test (Nichols and Holmes,
2002): for all CDCs except Other the differences
between the better of cseBERT/BERTić and the bet-
ter of mBERT/XLM-RoBERTa, are statistically sig-
nificant (p ≤ 0.05). This again shows that a small
multilingual Masked Language Model (MLM) with
similar languages beats a massively multilingual
MLM, similar to Pelicon et al. (2021b).

Among all the CDCs, all models can easily iden-
tify the Explicit Expression examples. Compara-
tively, Implicit Expression is one of the most chal-
lenging CDC, with more than 40% difference be-
tween it and Explicit Expression. This shows that
it is hard for any model to identify implicit expres-
sion. At the same time, the Language Indepen-
dent Disguise CDC is easier for models than the
Croatian Specific Disguise CDC, with more than
7% difference in the performance. On the Croa-
tian Knowledge-Based comments, cseBERT and
BERTić outperform mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa
by a minimum 11%. This, again, indicates that
smaller multilingual MLM has comparatively more
cultural information encoded.

6On the corresponding test set, our model achieved macro
F1 scores of 75.14, 76.72, 79.82, and 80.97 for mBERT, XLM-
RoBERTa, cseBERT, and BERTić, respectively, which is simi-
lar to previously reported results (Pelicon et al., 2021b).
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CDC mBERT XLM-RoBERTa cseBERT BERTić
Includes Explicit Expression Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
Overall 45.04 23.85 44.24 19.76 56.70 28.46 59.64 26.53
Explicit Expression 60.12 - 61.65 - 76.78 - 83.19 -
Implicit Expression 21.54 21.76 16.49 16.53 26.86 26.45 26.86 25.90
Language Independent Disguise 58.33 49.49 59.80 50.51 74.51 65.66 77.94 65.66
World Knowledge-Based 33.33 21.43 13.33 7.14 50.00 28.57 46.67 21.43
Croatian Specific Disguise 49.72 31.29 50.28 26.38 64.92 40.49 70.73 42.33
Croatia Knowledge-Based 40.91 23.29 38.81 15.75 51.40 23.29 55.59 27.40
Others 11.93 11.43 8.52 8.00 11.36 10.86 6.25 5.71

Table 3: Accuracy of the abusive comment on different CDCs. A1/A2 where A1 is accuracy on the unmodified
test set and A2 after removing Explicit Expression examples. The best model is bold and second best underlined.

CDC XLM-RoBERTa BERTić
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Explicit Expression 13.64 27.06 47.93 69.70 16.60 38.35 71.07 90.30
Implicit Expression 57.75 31.75 18.91 9.90 74.79 46.74 29.45 19.80
Language Independent Disguise 42.09 54.74 58.97 60.32 57.24 69.47 83.33 74.60
World Knowledge-Based 38.73 49.56 47.34 56.25 51.94 64.62 69.47 73.30
Croatian Specific Disguise 45.13 44.55 39.90 36.56 60.54 58.65 52.33 62.37
Croatia Knowledge-Based 44.78 40.00 15.38 0.00 59.91 56.36 42.31 75.00
Others 50.21 19.70 9.71 6.85 69.40 15.15 4.85 8.22

Table 4: Performance of XLM-RoBERTa & BERTić based models per CDC based on number of annotator’s votes.

To better understand the effect of the Explicit
Expression comments, we removed all data points
assigned the Explicit CDC label; results in Table 3.
Overall performance drops by ≥22%, with a larger
drop for cseBERT and BERTić (≥28%). For both
Local Context CDCs, there is a larger drop in per-
formance (≥26%). This suggests we must find a
better way to incorporate cultural knowledge into
models. Furthermore, in Table 4 we report the per-
formance based on the number of annotator’s votes,
and show that our main observations still hold and
are even more pronounced when considering data
with high agreement.

3.3 Qualitative Results
Manual inspection of errors reveals some inter-
esting patterns. Cases where all models fail al-
most always contain two or more CDCs simulta-
neously, e.g., “Severaca moze glumiti jedino na
camcu” [The only place where Severaca can act is
a boat.] – deliberate misspelling, reference to fa-
mous person, reference to local event).7 Moreover,
examples where cseBERT and BERTić outperform
mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa mostly require local
context: e.g., “Opet. Retardesničaru.” [Again.
You retarded right-wing extremist.] – specific local
word, wordplay only possible in Croatian). Finally,

7Severaca refers to Severina, a regionally famous singer
who was in a leaked explicit video taking place on a boat. The
comment implies her acting skills are limited to pornography.

we find that examples on which all models per-
form well mostly contain explicit abuse with no
misspelling, e.g., “Retard” [Retard], which is in
line with our empirical results.

4 Conclusion

We present the Context-aware Croatian Abusive
Language Dataset (CoRAL), a dataset annotated
with context dependency categories (CDC) of prob-
lematic examples for Croatian comment modera-
tion. We annotated 2240 blocked comments for
Explicitness, Implicitness, Language Independent
Disguise, World Knowledge-Based, Croatian Spe-
cific Disguise, and Croatia Knowledge-Based. We
found that only 58.44% had explicit expressions of
abuse. This indicates that almost half the remaining
examples are challenging (Croatian Specific Dis-
guise alone accounting for ≈ 24%). This shows
that addressing these categories of examples is very
practically relevant. We tested four transformer-
based models and found that explicit comments
are the easiest and local context ones are hard-
est. We also found that language-specific multi-
lingual language models better identify Croatian-
specific blocked comments. Finally, we believe that
CoRAL will help design better models for Croatian
comment moderation, build a foundation for creat-
ing similar datasets in other languages, and develop
novel methods by incorporating local context.
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Ethical Consideration

Our proposed dataset and models are to support
more accurate and robust detection of online abuse.
We anticipate that the high-quality and fine-grained
CDC labels in the dataset will advance research
on online hate for low-resource languages. The
dataset and models we present could, in principle,
be used to train a generative hate speech model, but
this is already possible using much larger datasets.
Alternatively, the dataset and models could be used
to understand current detection tools’ limitations
better and then attack them. However, we believe
malicious actors are already manually employing
similar attack methods to bypass the content rules
of different platforms. Therefore, we believe that it
is essential to understand how to attack the models
and that our dataset will help the community fight
such behavior by creating a more diverse dataset
that leads to more robust models.
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Appendix 1: Dataset Categories Examples

In this section we provide some examples for the
different categories.

Explicit Expression

• Use of Derogation (ti si nitko i ništa – You are
a nobody.)

• Threatening Language (saznat ću gdje živiš –
I will find out where you live.)

• Slur (retard – retard)

• Profanity (peder – fag)

Implicit Expression :

• Abuse expressed using negated positive state-
ments (“Gej je okej” je krivo – "Gay is ok" is
wrong.)

• Abuse phrased as a question (Zašto moramo
tolerirati imigrante? – Why do we have to
tolerate immigrants?) Abuse phrased as an
opinion (Staljin je imao pravi pristup. – Stalin
had the right approach.)

Language Independent Disguise

• Swaps of adjacent characters (jeib se – f*ck
you)

• Missing characters (jbi se)

• Missing word boundaries (jebise)

• Missing word boundaries (jebise)

• Added spaces between chars (j ebi se)

• Added spaces between chars (j ebi se)

• Added spaces between chars (j ebi se)

• substituting characters with “*”, “.” or similar.
(je*i se)

• Leet speak spellings(j3b1 5e).

World Knowledge-Based

• Momentary (knowledge of characters/events
important at this point in time or for a rela-
tively limited time) - e.g., Will Smith oscars
slap, Brexit

• Long-term (more stable general knowledge) -
e.g., The Pope, Berlin wall, The Beatles

Croatian Specific Disguise

• ad-hoc constructed words that are understand-
able to locals (Svi prekodrinci su ološ – All
X are scum., where X = prekodrinac, an ad
hoc invented word from preko ("across") and
Drina (name of a river) denoting someone
living across the Drina river – i.e., Serbs),

• misspelt important words in a way that is spe-
cific for croatian, mostly diacritics missing
or wrong, like dj/dz for d̄/dž, djubre/dubre
(instead of d̄ubre - piece of shit), cetnik (in-
stead of četnik - member of a very unpopular
military group),

• using dialects (some abuse can sound very
different in some dialects, containing words
like Flundra, Droca, Štraca – easy woman),

• idioms specific for Croatian (Promijenit ću
ti lični opis. – I will change your personal
description. i.e., I will break your face.).

• other ways of using non-abusive words to cre-
ate abusive context (which requires language
knowledge to properly decypher) - sarcasm,
substituting slurs for similarly sounding non-
slurs, inventing abusive comparisons without
abusive words on the spot - e.g., bistar si ko
mocvara (your thinking is clear as a swamp),
u gnjurac (gnjurac is a bird, but sounds sim-
ilar to kurac – d*ck), referring to a person
from the sea side as Tovar (literal meaning is
Donkey)

Croatia Knowledge-Based

• Momentary (knowledge of charac-
ters/events/facts important at this point
in time or for a relatively limited time),
e.g. Vili Beroš (health minister during the
Covid 19 pandemic), Uspinjača na sljeme
(controversial building project),

• Long-term (more stable local knowledge) -
e.g., HDZ (a political party around for a long
time), ‘91 (year of the Croatian war of inde-
pendence), Vrapče (one of the most widely
known Psychiatric institutions)

Appendix 2: Rule Description

We have reproduced rule description from Shekhar
et al. (2020) in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Rule description, reproduced from Shekhar et al. (2020)


